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Reasoning and the Weighting of Attributes in Attitude Judgments 

Gary M. Levine, Jamin B. Halberstadt, and Robert L. Goldstone 
Indiana University Bloomington 

Two experiments examined processes by which analyzing reasons may influence attitude judgments. 
Participants made multiple liking judgments on sets of stimuli that varied along 6 a priori dimen- 
sions. In Study l, the stimulus set consisted of 64 cartoon faces with 6 binary-valued attributes (e.g., 
a straight vs. a crooked nose). In Study 2, the stimuli were 60 digitized photographs from a college 
yearbook that varied along 6 dimensions uncovered through multidimensional scaling. In each ex- 
periment, half of the participants were instructed to think about the reasons why they liked each face 
before making their liking rating. Participants' multiple liking ratings were then regressed on the 
dimension values to determine how they weighted each dimension in their liking judgments. The 
results support a process whereby reasoning leads to increased variability and inconsistency in the 
weighting of stimulus information. Wiison's model of the disruptive effects of reasoning on attitude 
judgments (e.g., T. D. Wilson, D. S. Dunn, D. Kraft, & D. J. Lisle, 1989) is discussed. 

If  one were trying to decide whether to buy a particular car, 
or whether to hire a new assistant, or even whether or not to 
read a journal article, many decision researchers (e.g., Edwards, 
1961; Janis & Mann, 1977; Keeney, 1977; Raiffa, 1968) would 
suggest that an effective strategy would be to think about and 
evaluate each of  the various component properties or attributes 
of  the decision. For the car-purchasing decision, for example, 
one might consider how one felt about the price, the repair re- 
cord, the safety features, and so forth to reach a final decision. 
The assumption is that by breaking the decision down and ana- 
lyzing each attribute of  the attitude object, one can properly 
weight the different attributes and thereby increase the quality 
of  the resulting decision. 

In contrast, Wilson and his colleagues have amassed a sub- 
stantial body of  research that questions the utility of  explicitly 
analyzing reasons when making decisions (for reviews see Wil- 
son, Dunn, Kraft, & Lisle, 1989; Wilson & Hodges, 1992). Spe- 
cifically, Wilson has found that introspecting about the reasons 
why one likes (or dislikes) an attitude object can have a disrup- 
tive effect on attitudes and consequently on the decisions based 
on those attitudes. For example, Wilson and Schooler ( 1991, 
Study l ) found that participants who analyzed their reasons 
(reasoners) for liking different strawberry jams made prefer- 
ence decisions that corresponded less well with those of  experts 
than did those of participants who did not analyze the reasons 
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for their attitudes (nonreasoners). In another experiment 
(Wilson et al., 1993), people who did or did not analyze the 
reasons why they liked five different posters were given an op- 
portunity to select one of  the posters to take home. When they 
were contacted a few weeks later, reasoners were less satisfied 
with their choices than were nonreasoners. These findings dem- 
onstrate the potential nonoptimal effects of  reasoning about 
one's attitudes or choices and motivate an understanding of  the 
process underlying how reasoning affects attitudes. In the cur- 
rent studies we examine several different processes that could 
contribute to these effects. 

Wilson's own explanation (Wilson et al., 1989; Wilson & 
Hodges, 1992; Wilson & Schooler, 1991 ) assumes that in many 
situations people are generally able to weight appropriately the 
different information they have about an object and to form a 
relatively functional attitude judgment. However, because peo- 
ple do not have perfect access to the actual reasons for their 
attitudes (e.g., Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), asking them for their 
reasons may cause them to select and focus on a subset of rea- 
sons that are verbalizable, accessible, plausible, and/or  self-en- 
hancing. Because this subset of reasons receives greater weight 
in the subsequent attitude judgment than may be appropriate, a 
potentially less optimal judgment may result. 

Although the resulting differences in attitudes and attitude- 
relevant behaviors between reasoners and nonreasoners are im- 
pressive, evidence for the process that Wilson hypothesized to 
underlie these behaviors has come primarily from the use of 
various indirect techniques (Wilson et al., 1989; Wilson & 
Hodges, 1992; but see Wilson, Hodges, & LaFleur, 1995, for a 
notable exception). For example, Wilson has frequently esti- 
mated the attitude implied by the reasons that reasoners gener- 
ated and correlated this estimate with reasoners' actual attitude 
responses. Wilson has generally found a significant correlation 
between these two measures, which suggests that reasoners were 
indeed basing their reported attitudes on the reasons they gen- 
erated. Wilson has also examined recall of the stimulus infor- 
mation as a rough indicator of  what information was important 
to participants when they were making their judgments (cf. 
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Hastie & Park, 1986). For example, Wilson and Schooler 
( 1991, Study 2) gave participants 10 types of  information about 
nine different college courses (e.g., whether or not a term paper 
was required) and asked them to rate how likely they were to 
take each of the courses. Consistent with the idea that the anal- 
ysis of reasons may have been disrupting an otherwise adequate 
weighting process, they found that reasoners were as likely to 
recall the course information rated by experts as unimportant 
as they were to recall information rated important, whereas 
nonreasoners recalled significantly more important than unim- 
portant information. A third technique Wilson has used has 
been simply to ask people how different pieces of  information 
influenced their liking and to examine whether reasoners re- 
ported weighting the information differently than nonreason- 
ers, although Wilson has acknowledged the problems with self- 
report measures about internal processes (Wilson et al., 1989; 
Wilson & Hodges, 1992; see also Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). 

In the present studies, we used a different procedure that al- 
lowed us to estimate participants' weighting of  the various attri- 
butes of attitude objects without relying on self-report or recall 
measures. Specifically, we asked participants to make a large 
number of  liking judgments about sets of  stimuli that varied 
along several a priori dimensions. By regressing the dimension 
values onto participants' liking judgments, we could calculate 
regression weights for each stimulus dimension for each partic- 
ipant. The magnitudes of  these regression weights then served 
as an estimate of  how important each dimension was in any 
particular person's attitude judgments. This allowed us to ex- 
amine whether, as a group, reasoners were weighting particular 
reasons differently than were nonreasoners. 

Because people do not all have the same attitudes or weight- 
ing schemes, however, simply examining the average weights 
given to different dimensions by reasoners and nonreasoners 
could mask important group differences. Therefore, to make 
participants' weighting schemes comparable, we idiograph- 
ically reordered each participant's regression weights from 
largest to smallest. This provided an estimate of  how much 
weight people gave to their most important dimension, their 
next most important dimension, and so forth, independent of  
the individual differences in the dimensional weights that were 
likely to occur between participants. By plotting the magnitude 
of  the beta weights as a function of  the rank order of  the beta 
weights, we could compare reasoners' and nonreasoners' rela- 
tive use of dimensions. We then used these reordered weights to 
test three general models of how reasoning might alter how peo- 
ple weight information when making attitude judgments. 

The first model we considered, which we refer to as the vari- 
able-weight model, proposes that people are relatively variable 
and inconsistent in the attributes they select and weight when 
reasoning. As in Wilson's account, reasoners are proposed to 
select some subset of reasons and to give these reasons greater 
weight in their liking judgment. However, instead of specifying 
qualities like verbalizability or plausibility that determine 
which reasons make it into the subset, the variable-weight 
model proposes that reasoners will simply be more variable 
from trial to trial in the reasons on which their attitude is based. 
If, from trial to trial, reasoners are relatively inconsistent in the 
attributes they use when making their judgments, then, across 
all judgments, a more even pattern of dimension use would re- 

suit relative to that of  nonreasoners. That is, reasoners should 
show smaller differences between the weights given to the 
different dimensions because they would be focusing on and 
weighting different dimensions on different trials. This would 
result in a "flatter" pattern of  reordered beta weights for the 
reasoners relative to the nonreasoners. 

The second model we considered proposes that, instead of  
causing people to be more variable in their use of  information, 
reasoning causes people to increase the weight they give to the 
stimulus attributes that are normally the most important to 
their judgment. ~ I f  people do have some (but not necessarily 
complete) access to their weighting schemes (see Ericsson & 
Simon, 1980; Gavanski & Hoffman, 1987), then it follows that 
reasoners might bring to mind the reasons that are important 
to their judgment, thereby boosting the importance of  these rea- 
sons even more. Even without complete access, it is possible 
that reasoners may be passively drawn to those attributes that 
are normally important to their attitude judgment and that they 
may select those (more important) attributes when asked for 
reasons. We refer to this process, whereby reasoners select (and 
hence increase the weight given to) dimensions that are impor- 
tant, as the importance-weight hypothesis. This hypothesis sug- 
gests that the nonoptimal effects of  reasoning occur because rea- 
soners sometimes "overfocus" on more important attributes at 
the expense of  less important (but still relevant ) attributes when 
forming their attitude judgments. The importance-weight hy- 
pothesis predicts a "steeper" pattern in the reordered beta 
weights for reasoners than for nonreasoners. 

Implicit in both the importance-weight and variable-weight 
hypotheses is the idea that reasoners are being more influenced 
by a subset of  reasons than are nonreasoners. However, a third 
possibility is that reasoning increases the number of attributes 
that people consider. Reasoners, that is, may be less likely to use 
fewer reasons or attributes than nonreasoners and instead may 
distribute their weights to more dimensions than do nonreason- 
ers on each trial. We refer to this third possibility as the distrib- 
ute-weight hypothesis. If reasoners are considering more attri- 
butes on each trial, then a more moderate, or flatter, pattern of  
the reordered beta weights would result across all judgments. 

Although this flatter pattern is also predicted by the variable- 
weight account, examining the variability in the liking ratings 
themselves can serve to distinguish these two processes. Linville 
(1982) found that as the number of  attributes people consid- 
ered increased, their liking judgments became more moderate. 
She argued that considering more attributes increases the prob- 
ability that some of those attributes will be positive and some 
will be negative and thereby results in a more moderate judg- 
ment. This decreased variability in judgment has served as an 
indication of  this type of  process (cf. Judd & Lusk, 1984; Millar 
& Tesser, 1986). Whereas the distribute-weight account pre- 
dicts that variability of  the liking ratings will be smaller for rea- 

This is similar to Tesser and colleagues' attitude polarization effect, 
whereby thinking about an attitude object causes people to add evalua- 
tively consistent cognitions and to suppress or reinterpret evaluatively 
inconsistent cognitions (Millar & Tesser, 1986; Tesser & Leone, 1977 ). 
However, the proposed importance-weight hypothesis differs in that it 
focuses on the subset of reasons people select when asked to reason 
rather than on changes in the underlying cognitive representation. 
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soners than nonreasoners (because reasoners are proposed to be 
considering more attributes on each trial), the variable-weight 
account makes the opposite prediction (because reasoners are 
proposed to be considering fewer attributes on each trial). 

A third condition included in the Wilson and Schooler ( 1991, 
Study 2) course study provides data relevant to these points. In 
the "rate-all" condition, before making their course judgments, 
participants rated each of the 10 different types of information 
they were given about the courses. Wilson and Schooler argued 
that this process could also lead to nonoptimal decisions be- 
cause rate-all participants who were evaluating more attributes 
for an object might distribute their weight more evenly and 
thereby give more weight to the unimportant attributes. Con- 
sistent with this idea, these participants were significantly less 
likely than nonreasoners to register for classes that were rated 
highly by students who had previously taken the courses. More- 
over, Wilson and Schooler found that, consistent with a distrib- 
ute-weight account, course ratings of participants who explic- 
itly rated all the attributes had a significantly smaller range and 
standard deviation than did those of control participants. Wil- 
son and Schooler also found some indirect evidence consistent 
with a distribute-weight process on recall and self-report mea- 
sures. Rate-all participants showed no significant differences in 
recall for unimportant versus important information, or in 
their ratings of influence of unimportant versus important in- 
formation, whereas nonreasoners both recalled significantly 
more, and rated as significantly more influential, the important 
versus unimportant information. Interestingly, Wilson and 
Schooler found that participants in the other experimental con- 
dition who were asked to analyze reasons had a significantly 
greater range and standard deviation in their liking ratings than 
did nonreasoners, which makes a distribute-weight process for 
this condition less plausible. 

In summary, we have outlined three models of how reasoning 
might affect the way people weight stimulus information and 
lead to attitudes that are different from those people hold when 
not reasoning. The variable-weight hypothesis proposes that 
reasoners are more variable than nonreasoners in how they 
weight stimulus information from trial to trial. The impor- 
tance-weight hypothesis proposes that reasoners focus on the 
attributes that they normally consider important and thereby 
boost the weights of these attributes even more. The distribute- 
weight hypothesis proposes that reasoning may lead people to 
focus on and consider more attributes on each trial, thereby 
moderating the influence of any one particular dimension as 
well as moderating the resulting liking judgments. 

In Study l, 64 cartoon faces varying on six dichotomous fa- 
cial features were presented to participants who, before making 
a liking rating, either reasoned about the faces (by answering a 
question about whether each of the attributes influenced their 
liking or disliking of each face) or were not asked to think ex- 
plicitly about reasons. In order to generalize our results and ad- 
dress several potential confounds, in a second experiment we 
used digitized photographs of actual faces. In Study 2a, partici- 
pants judged the similarities among these photographs, which 
we subsequently analyzed using multidimensional scaling. In 
Study 2b we used the six dimensions uncovered in Study 2a in 
a replication of Study l that included several important meth- 
odological changes. Most notably, reasoners freely generated 

Figure I. 
Study 1. 

Examples of cartoon faces presented to participants in 

their reasons for liking and disliking the people in the pho- 
tographs, and nonreasoners generated names for the people in 
the photographs. 

In both experiments we examined differences in the use of 
specific dimensions, but no a priori predictions were made as to 
which (if any) dimensions would be used differently as a result 
of reasoning. However, our primary analyses involved partici- 
pants' reordered beta weights. We expected reasoners' and non- 
reasoners' patterns of dimension use on this measure, and the 
variance of their liking scores, to provide support for or against 
the variable-weight, the importance-weight, and the distribute- 
weight hypotheses. 

Study 1 

Method  

Participants. Participants were 85 Indiana University undergradu- 
ates enrolled in introductory psychology who participated to fulfill a 
course requirement. 

Stimulus materials. Sixty-four cartoon faces were generated on a 
Macintosh computer (see Figure t for examples). The faces varied 
along six dimensions: oval versus curvy eyes (eyes), thick versus thin 
eyebrows (brows), big versus small mouth (mouth), straight versus 
sideways nose (nose), lobed versus semicircular ears (ears), and circu- 
lar versus oblong head (head). The six features were completely crossed 
such that each feature appeared once with every possible combination 
of the other five features. The distance between the four facial features 
(eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth) remained constant regardless of 
head shape. Each set of four facial features was centered on both of the 
two different head shapes. Ears were also centered on the sides of both 
head shapes. The faces were 3.9 cm from ear to ear. 

Procedure. Participants were tested in small groups of 1 to 5. Each 
participant was seated at a workstation approximately 61 cm from a 
Macintosh IIsi computer with a screen 25.4 cm wide by 19.1 cm high. 
Participants who were randomly assigned to the reasoning condition 
were given the following instructions: 

In a moment, you will be asked to judge how much you like a num- 
ber of different cartoon faces. Your task is to rate how much you 
like each of the faces by typing a number from 1 to 9. In order to 
prepare yourself for your evaluations, you will be asked to analyze 
why you feel the way you do about each face. To assist you in or- 
ganizing these thoughts, you will be able to indicate which features 
of the face contribute to your liking. Before asking for your liking 
rating of each face, the computer will ask you about several features 
of the face. If you feel the feature influences how much you like OR 
dislike the face, type Y--if you feel the feature does not influence 
how much you like OR dislike the face, type N. After analyzing 
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your reasons for liking each face, the computer will ask you to enter 
a liking rating. Be careful, because once you press a number it is 
immediately entered into the computer. There are no "correct" 
answers--remember, these questions are for your benefit--you 
should indicate whether or not the feature influences how much 
YOU like or dislike the face. Please ask the Experimenter now if 
you have any questions. Thanks! 

Participants randomly assigned to the nonreasoning control condition 
were given the following instructions: 

In a moment, you will be asked to judge how much you like a num- 
ber of different cartoon faces. Your task is to rate how much you 
like each of the faces by typing a number from 1 to 9. The computer 
will ask you to enter a liking rating. Be careful, because once you 
press a number it is immediately entered into the computer. Do 
not spend a lot of time thinking about each face;just go with your 
gut feeling about how much you like or dislike the face. Please ask 
the Experimenter now if you have any questions. Thanks! 

After viewing several randomly selected faces to familiarize them 
with the stimuli, all participants were presented with the 64 cartoon 
faces in a random order. The centers of the faces were displayed 4.9 cm 
from the top of the screen and 10.7 cm from the left side of the screen. 
Participants in the reasoning condition were presented with six yes-no 
questions (e.g., "Is the nose important for deciding how much you like/ 
dislike this face (Y/N)?") ,  one for each of the six dimensions. The 
phrase "think about how much you like this face" was presented below 
the face. The six questions were always presented one at a time in a 
random order on each trial, and participants pressed the y or n key to 
indicate their response. The reasoning participants were next presented 
the question "How much do you like this face?, below the importance 
questions, and they entered their liking judgments on a 1-9 scale an- 
chored by not very much and very much. The nonreasoning participants 
simply entered their liking responses without answering any questions. 
After a participant indicated his or her liking rating, the entire screen 
cleared and the next stimulus face appeared. After rating all 64 faces, 
participants were debriefed and thanked. 

Results and Discussion 

Mean, standard deviation, and range of  liking ratings. The 
mean, standard deviation, and range of  the 64 liking ratings 
were computed for each participant. A t test for independent  
samples revealed no significant differences in mean  liking rat- 
ings between the reasoning ( M  = 4.95) and the nonreasoning 
( M  = 5.00) participants, t (83)  = 0.236, p > .05, or between the 
standard deviation for reasoners ( M  = 1.79) and nonreasoners 
( M  = 1.61 ), t (83)  = 1.309, p > .05. However, consistent with 
the variable-weight hypothesis (and inconsistent with the dis- 
tribute-weight hypothesis), reasoners' liking ratings had a sig- 
nificantly greater range ( M  = 6.81 ) than those of  nonreasoners 
( M =  5.58), t (83)  = 3.44,p < .001. 

Use of  dimensions. To obtain a measure of dimension use 
for each participant, we used dummy-coded  values on the six a 
priori dimensions to predict each participant 's  liking judg- 
ments in a multiple regression. This analysis produced six beta 
weights for each participant,  one for each of  the six dimensions. 
The magnitudes of  the beta weights were taken as a measure of  
how important  each dimension was for that participant 's  liking 
judgments.  

This analysis assumes only main  effects of  the face dimen- 
sions and ignores possible interactions. To validate this assump- 

t ion we compared the fit of  this main-effects-only model to the 
fit of  more complete models that included interaction terms (cf. 
Hoffman, Slovic, & Rorer, 1968). Specifically, for each partici- 
pant, we computed the fit of  the most complete model (i.e., up 
to the five-way interactions).  We then tested whether a reduced 
model (i.e., with five-way interactions removed) provided a sig- 
nificantly worse fit to the data than did the full model. If  not, 
then the four-way interaction terms were removed from the 
model, and this further-reduced model (with only main  effects 
and two- and three-way interactions) was tested against the 
four-way model. This  procedure was repeated unti l  a reduced 
model produced a significantly worse fit or unt i l  all of  the in- 
teraction terms were removed. By this procedure, the majori ty 
of  participants '  data (70 of  85) were fit as well by the main-  
effects-only model as by models incorporating interaction 
terms. Furthermore,  we reran the analyses without the 9 rea- 
soners and 6 nonreasoners who were better fit by a higher level 
model, and this did not  change any of  the significant results we 
report in this section. 2 

The mean  amoun t  of  variance accounted for by the main-  
effects-only model was .476 for the reasoners and .557 for the 
nonreasoners, with a mean  F(6 ,  57) of  13.3 for the reasoners 
and of 30.1 for the nonreasoners. The difference in variance 
accounted for between reasoners and nonreasoners was not  sig- 
nificant, t (83)  = 1.667, p = .099. 

Before reordering the regression weights for the pr imary anal- 
ysis, we compared specific dimension use as a function of  ex- 
perimental  condition. As a group, reasoners showed some 
differences in how they weighted the dimensions relative to non-  
reasoners. Averaged across the nonreasoners, the order of  nom-  
othetic dimensional  importance was as follows: mouth  (~/ = 
.379), nose (~/= .124), brows (B = - .121  ), head (/~ = .057), 
eyes (/~ = .046), and ears (/~ = - . 0 1 2 ) .  All of  the dimensions 
except head and ears differed significantly from zero, ts(42) > 
2.072, ps  < .05. For the reasoners, the order of  importance of  
dimensions was mouth  (B = .22 ), nose ( ~ / = .  184), head (/~ = 
.101 ), eyes (/5 = .082), ears (~ = .042), and brows (~ = - . 0 2 7 ) .  
All of  the dimensions except ears and brows significantly 
differed from zero, ts(41 ) > 2.056, ps  < .05. Reasoning, then, 
resulted in changes in the extent to which some dimensions 
were utilized: Brows and mouth  were significantly more impor- 
tant  dimensions for nonreasoners than for reasoners, t (83)  > 
1.99, p s  < .05, and ears was a marginally more impor tant  di- 
mension for reasoners than for nonreasoners, t (83)  = 1.94, 
p = .056.  

As discussed earlier, our  pr imary analysis involved examin- 
ing reasoners' and nonreasoners '  beta weights reordered by im- 
portance. Hence, the absolute values of  each participant 's  beta 
weights for the six dimensions were reordered from largest to 
smallest. These sorted beta weights were then submitted to a 2 
(reasoning vs. nonreasoning)  × 6 (most  impor tant  dimension 
through least impor tant  d imension)  repeated measures analysis 

2 Additionally, we tested the main-effects-only model directly against 
each of the four models involving the main effects and higher order 
interactions. This analysis closely mirrored the one reported in the text 
in that 11 of the 15 participants previously identified had significantly 
better fitting models when higher order interaction terms were included. 
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Figure 2. 
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of variance (ANOVA). As can be seen in Figure 2, and consis- 
tent with both the distribute-weight and the variable-weight 
models, a crossover interaction emerged such that reasoners 
showed a flatter pattern of dimensional importance than non- 
reasoners, F(5, 410) = 7.163, p < .0001. This crossover pattern 
is deafly inconsistent with the importance-weight hypothesis, 
which proposes that people select and focus on their more im- 
portant attributes when reasoning and therefore predicts a 
steeper pattern for reasoners than nonreasoners. 

In secondary analyses, we examined reasoners' responses to 
the yes-no reasoning questions by correlating the total number 
of times they said that a feature was important with the magni- 
tude of that feature's regression weight. The correlations were 
significant (p < .05 ) for the head (r = .556), mouth (r = .363 ), 
and brows (r = .338) dimensions, marginal for the ears (r = 
.257, p = .  10) dimension, and nonsignificant for the nose and 
eyes dimensions. As in Wilson's studies, this is consistent with a 
process whereby reasoners' liking judgments are influenced by 
the features identified when reasoning. 

Distinguishing between the distribute-weight and the vari- 
able-weight models. Although the crossover interaction is 
consistent with both the variable-weight and the distribute- 
weight hypotheses, one can distinguish between these two ac- 
counts by examining the variability of the participants' liking 
ratings. The distribute-weight hypothesis predicts that the range 
and standard deviation of liking ratings will be smaller for rea- 
soners, whereas the variable-weight hypothesis predicts greater 
variability in the liking judgments of the reasoners. As reported 
earlier, the results are consistent with a variable-weight account, 
and inconsistent with a distribute-weight account, in that both 
the standard deviation and range of the liking ratings were 
greater for reasoners than for nonreasoners (although the stan- 
dard deviation was not significantly greater). 

A potentially better way to dist~'nguish these two hypotheses 
is to examine how participants weight stimulus dimensions on 
each trial. If the distribute-weight account is correct, then on 
any given trial reasoning participants should be distributing 

their weights to dimensions more evenly than nonreasoners. 
However, if the variable-weight hypothesis is correct, then on 
any given trial reasoners should be focusing on some subset of 
dimensions (that vary from trial to trial). 

Although our procedure allows us to examine overall dimen- 
sion use for a participant across his or her set of judgments, it 
does not allow us to examine dimension use on any specific 
trial. However, dimension use can be estimated by comparing 
liking ratings for very similar faces. If reasoners were using di- 
mensions more variably from trial to trial, then they should 
have rated similar faces more variably than nonreasoners did. 
For example, on one judgment a reasoner might focus on the 
nose and eyes and rate the face primarily according to those 
features. However, when presented with a very similar face, the 
same person might focus on the head and mouth and rate the 
similar face according to these other two features--hence po- 
tentially rating the two similar faces very differently. In contrast, 
the distribute-weight account proposes that on each trial rea- 
soners are distributing their weights to more dimensions than 
are nonreasoners. As discussed earlier, this would tend to reduce 
the variability in how reasoners rated any two faces, let alone 
two similar faces. 

To examine whether reasoners were more or less variable 
than nonreasoners from trial to trial, we calculated the absolute 
value of the difference in liking for the most similar faces (i.e., 
the 192 pairs of faces that matched on five of the six dimensions) 
for each participant. A t test conducted on these differences 
showed that reasoners were significantly more variable in how 
they rated similar faces than were nonreasoners (Ms = 1.635 
and 1.277, respectively), t(83) = 2.922, p < .001. This result 
further supports the variable-weight hypothesis. 3 

A more appropriate way to conduct this test would be to have 
participants rate the same face twice. Unfortunately, time con- 
straints permitted only single ratings of the faces. However, 30 
new participants made liking judgments for a reduced set of the 
face stimuli (varying along only four of the six dimensions). As 
in the primary study, participants either rated the set of 16 faces 
or answered the reasoning questions before rating the faces. 
However, after completing an unrelated task that took approxi- 
mately 20 min, participants once again rated, or reasoned about 

a Admittedly, differences in these liking ratings are a reflection not 
only of variability from trial to trial but also of how important the one 
differing dimension was to the given liking judgment. Therefore, this 
result could potentially have been caused by reasoners' giving increased 
attention and weighting to the one differing dimension for each pair. 
However, given that every dimension is equally represented in this anal- 
ysis, this account would require that reasoners were more influenced 
overall by the dimensions than nonreasoners. As reported earlier, how- 
ever, the results suggest that the reasoners were not more influenced 
overall by the dimensions. 

Additionally, if reasoners were varying the attributes they said were 
important from trial to trial, then there should also be some variability 
in their yes-no responses for these similar pairs of faces. For each par- 
ticipant the number of differing responses on the six yes-no questions 
was calculated and averaged across all of the similar pairs. We found 
that reasoners had a mean average difference of 1.72 questions for each 
pair. This number is significantly different from zero, t(41 ) = 16.267, p 
= .001, which further indicates that reasoners were using dimensions 
inconsistently for similar pairs. 
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and then rated, the 16 faces (whichever task they performed in 
the first set of  trials). A t test comparing the mean absolute 
values of the differences in the two liking ratings of same-face 
pairs revealed the pattern predicted by the variable-weight 
model but did not reach significance, t (28) = 1.58, p = .126 
(Ms -- 1.41 and 1.00 for reasoning and nonreasoning partici- 
pants, respectively). Additionally, the participants' beta weights 
from this experiment were calculated, reordered, and then ana- 
lyzed as in the main experiment. The crossover interaction was 
replicated such that reasoners showed a flatter pattern of idio- 
graphic dimensional importance than did nonreasoners, F(3 ,  
84) = 3.85,p < .05. 

Summary Reasoning affected how people weighted the face 
dimensions in their attitude judgments. In both the main exper- 
iment and the follow-up experiment, reasoners showed a flatter 
pattern of dimensional importance than nonreasoners. This 
pattern is clearly incompatible with the importance-weight hy- 
pothesis, which proposes that reasoners select and focus on their 
more important attributes. This pattern is consistent with both 
the variable-weight and distribute-weight processes. However, 
two other analyses support the variable-weight model. First, the 
range and standard deviation of the liking ratings were not mod- 
erated for reasoners, as predicted by the distribute-weight hy- 
pothesis; moreover, and consistent with the variable-weight 
model, reasoners had a significantly greater range in their liking 
ratings than did nonreasoners. Second, reasoners were signifi- 
cantly more variable in their ratings for similar faces than were 
nonreasoners, again consistent with the idea that they were 
more variable in how they weighted the various attributes of the 
faces from trial to trial. 

A number of concerns still need to be addressed. Although 
we have argued that the reasoning manipulation influenced par- 
ticipants' dimension weights, there are several potential con- 
founds. First, reasoners completed an additional task (the rea- 
soning task), and it could be argued that the additional time 
these participants spent in the experiment, and not the reason- 
ing task per se, accounts for the pattern of results. It is also pos- 
sible that the nature of the reasoning task increased variability 
from trial to trial. That is, the reasoning task used was some- 
what artificial in that participants were required to answer ex- 
plicit questions about all of  the dimensions on each trial, and 
these questions were randomly ordered from trial to trial. Per- 
haps participants in the reasoning condition were drawn to a 
particular attribute (e.g., the first or last attribute asked about) 
when making their liking judgment and this led to more incon- 
sistency in their weighting of  dimensions. Additionally, nonrea- 
soners were explicitly told to "go with your gut feeling," which 
raises the question of  whether control participants not given this 
instruction would have behaved similarly. 

In a second study we attempted to replicate our results using 
a slightly modified procedure that addressed these problems. 
First, we used a reasoning manipulation that allowed partici- 
pants to generate reasons freely and therefore removed the con- 
straints of  the reasoning questions used in Study I. Second, in 
order to reduce the difference in the time reasoners and nonrea- 
soners spent processing the faces, we used a nonreasoning con- 
dition that required participants to think of three names for 
each person. Third, nonreasoners were not told to "go with your 
gut feeling" when making their liking rating. 

Finally, in order to generalize the results of  Study 1, in Study 
2 we used digitized photographs taken from a college yearbook, 
which had a more complex and less transparent dimensional 
structure. In Study 2a we used multidimensional scaling to de- 
termine the dimensions on which these stimuli differed. Next, 
in Study 2b we examined changes in dimension use in a fashion 
similar to that in Study 1. 

S tudy  2a  

We designed Study 2a to determine the dimensions of  the 
stimuli to be used in Study 2b. Multidimensional scaling 
(MDS) has been shown to be a useful technique for understand- 
ing the psychological dimensions that underlie people's percep- 
tions and judgments (Kruskal & Wish, 1978 ). Typically, MDS 
uses some form of  similarity judgments in which participants 
are required to rate the similarity among all possible pairs of  
stimuli. However, because a large number of stimuli were 
needed to get reliable regression coefficients in Study 2b, the 
time constraints of  the experiment precluded pairwise sim- 
ilarity judgments. Instead, we used Goldstone's (1994) MDS 
technique, in which participants make multiple similarity judg- 
ments simultaneously by moving stimuli around on a computer 
screen until the distance between the stimuli reflects their per- 
ceived dissimilarity. This allows one to collect (n)(n - 1 ) /2  
similarity judgments per screen (where n is the number of  si- 
multaneously displayed objects) and greatly reduces the time 
needed to collect the similarity data. This procedure is also ap- 
pealing because it allows for finer gradations of  continuous data 
than is permitted, for example, by a Likert-type scale. Although 
this technique assumes people's stimulus space to have a Eu- 
clidean metric structure, a similar assumption is required by 
other MDS scaling techniques, and all incorporate the intuitive 
notion that psychological distance can be understood in terms 
of  physical distance. 

Method 

Participants. Seventy undergraduates from Indiana University par- 
tieipated in the study in order to fulfill a course requirement. 

Materials. Sixty black and white photographs of Caucasian males 
were taken from a 1959 midwestern college yearbook. Each photograph 
was transferred by an analog-to-digital scanner to Macintosh IIsi com- 
puters. The average dimensions for the photographs were 2.8 cm high 
by 2.1 cm wide. The targct's head was centered in each photograph, and 
most photographs contained the mid to upper torso of the person as 
well. The data were obtained and recorded on Macintosh IIsi computers 
with screens 25.4 cm wide by 19.1 cm high. The faces were displayed on 
a region of the screen that was 22.9 cm by 17.8 cm. The screen was 
viewed from a distance of approximately 61 cm. 

Procedure. Participants were given the following instructions: "You 
will be shown a set of faces on the screen. You should move the faces 
around so that faces that arc similar to each other are also close. The 
more similar two faces are, the closer they should be." Participants were 
also instructed on how to move the faces using a mouse. When the 
mouse-controlled cursor was on top of a face to be moved, participants 
were instructed to press the button on the mouse, which would make 
the face disappear. The participant would then move the cursor to the 
new desired location for the face and would press the mouse button 
again. The face would reappear in the new location. This procedure was 
continued until the participant was satisfied with the spatial configura- 
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Figure 3. Example plot of Dimension 1 (book-smart) and Dimension 2 (smiling) resulting from Study 
2a. Some of the photographs have been moved slightly to enhance visibility. Photographs were taken from 
a 1959 midwestern college yearbook. 

tion of the faces, whereupon she or he would move the cursor into a 
box labeled "DONE" and would press the button. The computer then 
recorded the distances (in pixels) between each pair of faces. 

On each display, 20 faces were presented simultaneously. These faces 
were selected at random from the set of 60 faces. They were arranged in 
five columns of four faces each. The particular location of each face was 
randomized. Each participant received 30 displays in all. 

Results and Discussion 

We used the nonmetr ic  M D S  scaling procedure  from the Sta- 
tistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software to ana- 
lyze the data. Stress significantly decreased as the number  o f  
dimensions increased: Stress for two dimensions was .3842; for 
three dimensions, .  30; for four dimensions, .249; for five dimen- 
sions, .211; and for six d imensions , .  18. Therefore, the six-di- 
mensional solution (the largest calculable by SPSS) was used. 
Figure 3 is a plot o f  Dimension 1 versus Dimension 2 that illus- 
trates both the stimuli and two of  the dimensions that  emerged. 

As with any M D S  solution, there is no part icular  reason why 
the dimensions have to be interpretable, and some dimensions 
appear more interpretable than others. For example,  in Figure 3 
we have interpreted Dimension 1 as book-smart  versus athletic 
(book-smart)  and Dimension 2 as smiling versus not  smiling 
(smiling),  but  a number  o f  other labels are probably appropri- 
ate. Although Dimensions 3-6  are somewhat less clear, our ten- 
tative interpretations are as follows: Dimension 3- - r igh t -  versus 
left-facing body (body) ;  Dimension 4--1eft-  versus right-facing 
head (head);  Dimension 5 - - n a r r o w  versus round face (face);  
and Dimension 6 - -unusua l  versus normal  facial expression 
(expression).  

S t u d y  2b 

Method 

Participants. Participants were 65 Indiana University undergradu- 
ates enrolled in introductory psychology and fulfilling a course require- 
ment. One participant's data were removed from all analyses because 
he rated only 13 of the 60 faces. 

Stimulus materials. The stimuli consisted of the 60 scanned black 
and white photographs described in Study 2a (examples of the faces are 
shown in Figure 3). 

Procedure. Participants were tested in small groups of 1 to 5. Each 
participant was seated at a cubicle with a Macintosh IIsi computer. Par- 
ticipants in the reasoning condition received the following instructions 
on the computer screen: 

This Study involves judging how much you like a number of 
different faces. All of the faces come from an old college yearbook. 
Your task is to rate how much you like each of the faces by typing 
in a number from 1 to 9. In order to prepare you for your evalua- 
tions you will be asked to analyze why you feel the way you do 
about each photograph. To assist you in organizing these thoughts, 
you will be able to briefly list your reasons for liking or disliking the 
photograph by typing them directly into the computer. 

The instructions stated that participants should try to think of at least 
three reasons per photograph and explained how to enter reasons and 
liking ratings into the computer. Additionally, participants were in- 
structed to type a plus sign or a minus sign before their reason to indi- 
cate if the reason increased or decreased their liking of the photograph. 

Participants assigned to the nonreasoning condition were given sim- 
ilar instructions except that no mention of analyzing reasons was made. 
Instead, participants were told that part of their task required thinking 
of at least three possible names for each of the people in the photographs 
before making their liking rating. 


